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I am Cadet Hemachandran, I would like to Share my wonderful and unforgettable 

Experience of NCC Camp. In the middle of pandemic, I got an opportunity to 

attend the Combined Annual training Camp for Three days from 8th Feb to 10th 

Feb 2021 at RVS College of Arts and Science, Coimbatore. Many Cadets are also 

Attended that camp from other colleges, So I am very Excited to learn many new 

things with them. 

I reached there by 7am with my batch and reported to the officer. Then I went to 

get refreshment. After that my training was started with the parade. I spent my 

morning session with full of Parade, Each and every moment was pushed me to 

next level and it helped me overcome my fatigue. Then I had to attend classes on 

afternoon about the History of Military, Weapon training, Map reading many 

more things. Classes are ongoing till evening with lot of information with fun. 

Then sports are conducted to refresh ourselves. With the lot of knowledge and 

fun I completed my first day. 

I started my next day with physical Exercise and continued by Parade on morning. 

Then theory classes are started on afternoon. Weapon training was one of my best 

class that I attended. I got a chance to use real rifle, I learned how to Dismantle, 

Assemble and how to maintain that rifle. Then Map reading classes are started. I 

thought that map reading is a simple thing but it is not. It was one of a longest 

class attended because that have lot of methods and lot of things to study. Being 

NCC cadet I am not only learned these things but also, I learned to Be Punctual, 

Dedicative and self-defence. This camp motivated me to do activities confidently 

and it will made me a better person than before. This camp gave me knowledge 

to overcome my weakness and with unforgettable memories I left the camp with 

good lessons and experience 
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